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bent askew
(Duboisia myoporoides family Solanaceae)
There's a pixie (littleness implied) about the cap with its (tiniest of) fragile spikes.
Dare I call it a spike? Possibly a crown, or 'berriness' about that cap. The cap's fringe
is a vase base. The small flower pops open often (I imagine) – the Duboisia
myoporoides doffs its cap – like a fan, a skirt twirl. The flower dried then to the tiniest
straw broom, dilapidated. And the leaf: a rib or an oar of a spine, its 'wavy margin'
attesting to not incongruity, being hairless, soft, pale, attenuated, blunt-pointed. A
pixie cap left in a flower base: the flower snuck out while the cap snuck in. Duboisia
myoporoides is medicinal: those kiddie pixie caps – a spray of pollen drops, dust,
spots – for motion sickness (flying, boating: WWII) and gastrointestinal illness. Those
spikes bent askew.
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not quite
(Melaleuca alternifolia, family Myrtaceae)
The dried flower is … not quite a ball of fuzzy hair (thick-curled). A mid-orange
mustard, a yellow-curry rust, a papery fur, a bristled bottle-brush (the angled-bristle
type). A pinwheel of the crown's head where the hair whirls, like water down a plug
hole – a tough fontanelle, and its sutures. A tangle of crowded seaweed, faded coral, a
mess of toasted coconut. Again, a spray of points pin-headed by rounded berry
buttons – the tips of those hairs for a breath-to-carry. Leaf spears (think green eels),
spotted leaf spears, rosemary-like leaves making up its thin, woody, striated branches
– stippled, hooked bark, a subtle prickliness, drying wood you'd discard, avoiding
splinters. Not a smooth invitingness.
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all manner of
(Hicksbeachia pinnatifolia family Proteaceae)
Thin and fat. Juvenile and middle-aged (spread). Sharp once and now wave point.
Tiny hooks, thornlike, to capture, as if evolved from scary to style: pin-pointed manycrests or 'prickly-toothed wing'. Its man(y)-legged/feeted 'very numerous in long'.
'Inflorescence' not 'indeterminate' but, rather, caterpillar compounded. Its length a
longship, the 'common axis' many-upright-oared and its hull ruched flounces, dried
fruit strips of plum, mango and peach, fig and fire sticks. Those lizard-skinned leaves,
and the hairy-headed seed and white almond resting on a leather base: some driedblood raw-meated walnut husk with dust trim at its base whorl smoothed by finger
swirl. A secret chocolate heart of layers white and dark. It precious dark-plum redrinsed shell – battle-embellished armour plate ma(i)ssive protection against all manner
of imagined battering. A stern hut. A shield ribald with courage. A dome of deep
satisfaction. Ferrero Roche chocolates with internal balls doubling contrast. Miniature
piñatas. Leaves: sanguine-turmeric-tangerine thin-veined thin. The vessel of the heart,
a bopple nut, north of the Bellingen River, NSW, across the border, to Springbrook,
Queensland.
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Research statement
Research background
Can ‘literary poetics’ ‘claim an engagement’ with planetary crises (Potter 2005)? My
ecocritical ekphrasis attempts writing inside the more-than-human. Ekphrasis
differently articulates ‘nonverbal, aestheticised objects’ (Haywood 2014: 107).
Muecke asks: ‘what if … we wrote … from our necessary … convocation with …
non-human things?’ (2008: 292). Burns says that the prose poem is, in contrast to
other poetic forms, ‘more humble … more subtle. It knows the potential … of not
being too obvious’ (1989: 28-9).
Research contribution
Ekphrasis ‘can be thought of as ... [carrying] on with newness’, giving ‘additional
meaning’ to the original (Haywood 2014: 110-13). These prose poems are first-time
creative writing on dried specimens from the Southern Cross Plant Science Medicinal
Plant Herbarium, Southern Cross University. The prose poem – a hybrid, minor form
– is not as commonly published as mainstream forms.
Research significance
This project aims to develop respect for the more-than-human. It supports the
Herbarium's scientific work by differently recording. My ecocritical and ‘local’-based
scholarly work is published in TEXT and Locale; my prose poems in book-length
works – Small ecstasies, Harriet Chandler – and anthologies, recently from Spineless
Wonders.
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